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I. Executive Summary  

In this Resume we describe a new 

functionality implemented in the Data Mining 

area. In the last years this area underwent great 

changes. The data mining is seen as an 

expanding area of the greatest importance in 

every company, especially in tasks like data 

classification and data prevision. The goal of this 

work is to implement a new data mining algorithm 

in the most used Tool, Microsoft SQL Server 

2005, this way adding to its functionality.   

We considered other Tools in the data mining 

market in order to plug-in new algorithms, namely 

Oracle and SAS. Both tools developed by these 

companies present the same inconvenient in the 

way of plugging-in new algorithms. The Tool 

developed by SAS offers little information to the 

programmer about this subject, and the new 

algorithm should be implemented in a proper 

language of SAS. Besides that, the Tool offered 

by Microsoft is the most used tool by companies, 

and offers some tutorials and help for the 

integration of the algorithm, that can be 

developed in C++ or C#, both common 

languages. It was decided that because of these 

reasons, the integration of the new algorithm 

would be done on the Microsoft Tool. 

In this Tool some of the most known 

algorithms are already implemented, like 

Decision Trees, Artificial Neural Networks, 

Clustering and others. 

The goal of this new algorithm, Learning 

Vector Quantization, is to increase the value of 

the Tool. The algorithm has a simple structure 

and is very easy to understand. His execution 

times are similar to the algorithms here referred, 

and the classification results are very good.  

As this algorithm is a special case of Artificial 

Neural Networks, it has a supervised learning. 

Also, the big advantage of LVQ is the possibility 

of the final codebook vectors being seen by the 

user. This way the user can use that information 

to maximize the accuracy of the algorithm in the 

classification task.  
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III.  Data Mining 

Data Mining [7, 8] was created as a response 

to the needs of big companies that have Data 

Warehouses with lots of data. Besides the 

problem of inconsistent and invalid data, such 

companies see even a larger problem: the 

treatment of that data, its distribution and 

organization of the saved data for future 

utilization. 

To that need, Data Mining [7, 8] offers a set of 

techniques to organize the data according to 

similar patterns (events that occur with some 

frequency in the dataset that show relationship 

found between them). To find those patterns, the 
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Data Mining process needs a mathematical and 

statistical algorithm that transforms the original 

dataset used in the Data Mining model. 

Data Mining can find descriptive and 

predictive information. The goal of the predictive 

information is to derive the information in order to 

offer clues about a future event, and the goal of 

the descriptive information is describe past 

events, offering the opportunity to make some 

decisions based in new relationships discovered.  

A.  Data Mining Tasks 

A Data Mining task [3, 7, 8] refers to a type of 

knowledge discovery problem for which we 

require a solution. There are some tasks that will 

not be mentioned there, because they can be 

included in one of the major Data Mining tasks: 

Classification and Prevision.  

i.  Classification 

A classification task [7, 8] constructs a model 

that can be applied to unclassified data that later 

will be categorized in classes. This task predicts 

class labels, also known as discrete variable. 

The goal is finding formulas, rules or patterns 

from a training dataset, in a way that the 

unclassified data can be organized in classes. 

These formulas or rules will be then applied to a 

test dataset. 

Some examples of classification tasks can be 

the classification of the risk of a credit application 

in low, medium or high risk. 

ii.  Prevision 

The prevision operations [7, 8] are done using 

a continuous dataset, ordered in a way that 

makes it possible to extract a predictive model 

that can predict future values of other interesting 

variables.  

As an example of a predictive task we can 

considerer the case of a predictive model and a 

set of transactions in a credit card which should 

be possible to predict if a specific transaction is 

fraudulent or not. 

B.  Data Mining Techniques 

Data Mining [7, 8] is not a fully automated 

process. It requires that we know a set of factors 

about the data in order to apply the best Data 

Mining method.  

There are two types of Data Mining that 

separate the various algorithms or methods, as 

we can see in the following section. 

i. Supervised Learning 

To make operations of Supervised Learning 

[3, 7, 8], all the known factors, or input variables, 

must be given, so the Data Mining engine can 

find the best relations between those attributes. 

The prediction is based in unknown values. 

The Data Mining engine will find the most 

probable value for them, based on the known 

values given as input variables. 

The supervised learning uses the most 

popular Data Mining techniques. A large variety 

of businesses use this approach, like banks and 

pharmaceutical companies. 

1.  Decision Trees 

The Decision Trees [4, 5, 6, 7, 8] algorithms 

are recommended for predictive tasks. A 

Decision Tree is a tree where each non terminal 

node represents a decision or test about the 

considered item, each branch represents the test 

result, and the leaf nodes represent the 

distribution class or classes. 

The main goal is separating the classes in 

which the data is joining. Different classes tuples 

tend to be put in different subsets, each one 

described by a simple rule. These rules can be 

expressed as logic declarations, in a SQL 

language, in a way that they can be applied 

directly to new tuples.  
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An advantage of this method is the intuitive 

way for describing nodes with rules. And a 

disadvantage is that it is difficult to understand 

the meaning of some rules. 

2.  Nearest Neighbour 

This method [6, 7, 8] is usually used for 

classification tasks. The training samples are 

described by numerical attributes with n 

dimensions. Each sample represents a point in 

the space with n dimensions. In this way, all the 

learning samples are saved in a pattern space 

with n dimensions.  

Given an unknown sample, this algorithm 

searches for a pattern space for the � training 

samples that are near the unknown sample. This 

way, the space is broken in to subsections, 

placing the selected samples in the subsection 

that has a class equal to the sample’s label. 

These � training samples are the k nearest 

neighbors of the unknown sample. The proximity 

is defined in terms of Euclidian distance between 

vectors. 

In this algorithm, the training samples are 

saved and do not construct a classifier until the 

new sample needs to be classified.   

3.  Naïve Bayes 

The Bayesian Networks [6, 7, 8] give derived 

probabilistic distribution in data counting occurred 

in a given sample. It gives a graphic model of 

casual relationships, on which the learning can 

be done. 

These networks are based on the Bayes’ 

theorem and are acyclic directed graphs where 

the nodes represent the attributes, and the links 

represent the probabilistic dependencies 

between the attributes. Associated to each node 

of the network exists a Table of Conditional 

Probabilities, that describes the relation between 

the node and his parent nodes. 

4.  Artificial Neural Networks 

The artificial neural networks [4, 5, 6, 7, 8] are 

a special class of the modulated systems 

modeled in analogy to the human brain function. 

They are formed by interconnected artificial 

neurons. The intensity of the neuronal 

interconnections can change as a response to a 

stimulus, which allows the network to learn. 

During the learning phase, the network learns 

by adjusting weights to permit in a way it can 

predict the correct label class of the input 

samples. 

One of the advantages of this technique is it 

variety of applications. Its first disadvantage is 

the input data format and the difficult 

understanding of the produced models. 

The neural networks technique is most 

appropriated to classification, prediction and 

clustering tasks. 

The most famous algorithm of artificial neural 

networks is the algorithm of Backpropagation, 

which learns through processing iteratively the 

set of training samples, comparing the prediction 

of the network for each sample with the label of 

the knowing class.  

5.  Learning Vector Quantization 

Learning Vector Quantization [1, 2, 9, 10] 

represents a set of algorithms LVQ1, LVQ2, 

LVQ3 and OLVQ1. Here the only algorithm of this 

set that we will talk about is LVQ1, the simplest, 

and we will refer to him as LVQ.  

The LVQ [1, 2, 9, 10] algorithm can be 

considered as a special kind of Artificial Neural 

Network. It is an algorithm normally used for 

classification tasks. That’s why it needs two 

datasets, one for training and one for testing the 

model. This algorithm initially needs to create 

codebook vectors, randomly distributed by the 

space. The codebook vectors will be trained with 
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the dataset give by the user. Then the algorithm 

runs as followed: 

• Runs through the list of learning vectors 

loaded from the database, and for each 

learning vector searches the nearest 

codebook vector, using the Euclidian 

distance. When that vector is found the 

algorithm applies this formula: 

�� ���� � �	 
 �����	 � ����	���	 �������	�, If �� 
��� 

�� ���� � �	 
 �����	 � ����	���	 �������	�, If �� �� � �� 

���� � �	 
 �����	 For � � � 

In this equation the algorithm punishes the 

codebook vector  with a different class 

label than that of the learning vector, taking 

him far away and rewarding the codebook 

vector if it has the same class label as the 

learning vector, putting him closer to this 

vector. 

The first equation of the above formula 

calculates the new codebook vector with the 

old codebook vector �� that belongs to �� 

class closer to the choosen learning vector 

��	 that belongs to the �� class. This is the 

reward equation; the second equation 

punishes the codebook vector. 

• The algorithm applies this equation to all the 

training vectors. When it gets to the end of the 

list of training vectors, the algorithm can 

repeat everything again, as many times the 

user defined. 

• When the learning process ends, the 

algorithm classifies the given test set. In this 

process, LVQ [1, 2, 9, 10] uses the final 

codebook vectors, calculated in the learning 

process. Because of this, it searches again 

the closest codebook vector from the selected 

test vector. The codebook vector class of the 

closest test vector is attributed to it.      

 

 

ii. Unsupervised Learning 

The unsupervised learning [7, 8] is used to 

make predictions. That is why the target values 

or the test values are not required. Instead of 

that, the data is put in a format easy to 

understand. One of the most used algorithms for 

this task is described above. 

1.  Clustering 

While using this algorithm similarities are 

gained and also understandment of the natural 

similarities between the groups and registries. 

This knowledge can lead to a posterior study of 

the groups’ behavior. 

There is a large number of Clustering [4, 5, 6, 

7, 8] algorithms. The most known is the k-means 

algorithm. This algorithm is an interactive process 

that searches and identifies groups and members 

of these groups, and creates values that 

represent points in space. These points allow the 

process to measure the registries in terms of the 

proximity with each others. 

The clusters have limits that surround the 

registries living inside the clusters. To known to 

which society does a given registry belong, it is 

enough knowing to what cluster that registry 

belongs.  

Given a database with � objects, and being � 

the number of clusters that we want, a partition 

algorithm like k-means organizes the objects in � 

partitions (�� � �), where each partition 

represents one cluster. 

Clusters are formed to optimize a partition 

criterium, called similarity function, so that each 

object inside the cluster has similar 

characteristics. 

Clustering can produce two extreme results 

depending of the value we choose for �. If � 
 � 

this will produce an insignificant result because 

all the data is grouped in only one node. If � is 
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equal to the number of case sets, it will produce 

an insignificant result, because the grouping task 

had already occur.  The default number of 

clusters is 10. 

The k-means algorithm works as following: 

first, it selects � from the objects, each one 

represents in the beginning a cluster or a center. 

For each remaining object, an object is 

associated to the more similar cluster, based in 

the distance between objects and the cluster 

center. After each object being associated, the 

cluster center is recalculated.  

C.  Tools for Data Mining 

The first step in every Data Mining operation 

is creating a model, a structure that saves the 

initial data and the found patterns. This model is 

generated from cases contained in a data source. 

Each data source that can be connected through 

an OLE DB connection can be used to create a 

model. These sources include relation 

databases, OLAP cubes, text files… 

The following subsections will present three 

different techniques to connect Data Mining to a 

database. 

i.  Microsoft SQL Server 2005 

The Tool offered by Microsoft, Microsoft SQL 

Server 2005 Data Mining, allows the direct 

aggregation at algorithm level. Although this 

restrains what the developer of the new algorithm 

can do in terms of language and data types, it 

frees the developer from the implementation of 

additional layers.  

The Analysis Services communicates with the 

new algorithm through a set of COM interfaces 
1
. 

                                                           
1
 Microsoft. SQL Server Data Mining: Plug-In 

Algorithms. [Online] [Cited: 08 05, 2008.] 
http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-
us/library/ms345133.aspx#ssd_topic 

The Microsoft SQL Server 2005 simplifies the 

integration of new algorithms in the following 

phases: 

• Creation of the project with the interface’s 

definition; 

• Registry of the algorithm in the Analysis 

Services; 

• Implementation of the algorithm in the project; 

• Interface customization (this step depends of 

each algorithm); 

• Data model creation for classification task with 

the new algorithm. 

This Tool presents great simplicity in the 

integration of new algorithms. Microsoft offers a 

lot of documentation and a forum with Data 

Mining specialists ready to answer the algorithm 

developer’s questions. 

After the new algorithm code integration in the 

project, where the interfaces are already defined, 

and after these interfaces are customized for the 

new algorithm, it will be ready to use inside a 

data model.  

ii.  SAS 

From the programmer’s point of view, this 

Tool offers a less feasible solution then the 

Microsoft Tool. To adapt a new algorithm to SAS 

Enterprise Miner it is necessary that this 

algorithm be implemented in the proper native 

language of SAS
2
. 

As far as we know about the integration of the 

new plug-in algorithm after its implementation, 

the Tool SAS Enterprise Miner
2
 does not offer 

enough information for a usual developer to plug-

in his new algorithm. This is a big disadvantage 

of SAS
2
. Due to a proper language that the 

programmer must know and to the lack of 

                                                           
2
 SAS. http://www.sas.com. [Online] [Citação: 28 de 

Novembro de 2007.] 
http://www.sas.com/technologies/analytics/datamining/
miner/factsheet.pdf. 
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information and help about the integration of the 

new algorithm, this Tool is not very used in the 

integration of plug-in algorithms. 

iii. Oracle Data Miner 

Oracle Data Mining (ODM)
1
 puts together the 

Data Mining and Oracle database. Although there 

is much information about Data Mining, Oracle 

does not offer a detailed guide for new 

algorithms’ plug-in integration with ODM. 

The tool offered by Oracle is more accessible 

to the developers of new algorithms, because the 

algorithms can be developed in known languages 

like PL/SQL or Java. At the integration level of 

the new plug-in algorithms with Oracle, it does 

not offer a simple method, like the one from 

Microsoft. The developers that want to do the 

integration with Oracle have to develop much 

more code, calling classes and give instructions 

to connect the algorithm to ODM and create a 

mining model (this mining model with the 

Microsoft tool was made through a help Wizard). 

Oracle is a good tool to develop and integrate 

new plug-in algorithms, but the lack of detailed 

instructions and online help, and the much higher 

number of code instructions that the developer 

has to create, makes Oracle Data Miner the 

second best Tool to integrate new plug-in 

algorithms. 

IV.  Interfaces for developing a new Plug-

in Algorithm 

In the Microsoft SQL Server 2005 
2
, the Tool 

choosen to integrate the new algorithm, there are 

some interfaces that need to be implemented for 

the integration. 

                                                           
1
 ORACLE. [Online] [Citação: 25 de Novembro de 

2007.] http://download-
east.oracle.com/docs/cd/B14117_01/datamine.101/b1
0699/preface.htm. 
2
 SQL Server Data Mining. [Online] [Cited: Novembro 

20, 2007.] 
http://www.sqlserverdatamining.com/ssdm/Home/Tutor
ials/tabid/57/id/163/Default.aspx. 

There are two possible languages to develop 

the whole project, C++ and C#. We choose the 

C++ language, so the interfaces will be 

implemented and explained here in this 

language.  

All the algorithms that will be integrated to 

Microsoft SQL Server 2005 need to have an 

implementation of five principal COM interfaces 
2
: 

1. IDMAlgorithm: the algorithm interface has two 

objectives. First, to implement a model that 

can produce the algorithm learning, second, 

to implement the prevision operations of the 

result model. 

2. IDMAlgorithmNavigation: The algorithm 

navigation interface that allows the access of 

the model’s content by browsers. 

3. IDMPersist: Allows the model that already did 

the learning task to be saved by Analysis 

Services. 

4. IDMAlgorithmMetadata: the metadata 

interface of the algorithm describes the 

capacities and the input parameters of the 

learning algorithm. 

5. IDMAlgorithmFactory: this interface has two 

major functions: creating object instances that 

implement the algorithm interfaces and giving 

the Analysis Services access to the algorithm 

metadata interface. 

Analysis Services use these interfaces to 

make model learning. To start, Analysis Services 

uses an initialization file (msmdsrv.ini) that gives 

the user the list of available algorithms. So we 

need to put the name of the new plug-in 

algorithm in the list of algorithms of this file. Then 

the Analysis Services will create an instance of 

the new algorithm using the interface 

IDMAlgorithmFactory. The algorithm interface is 

used to train the model and gives access to the 

persistence and navigation interfaces. 
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In the following image are show the three C++ 

main classes that will implement these interfaces. 

The Factory class
1
 implements both the 

IDMAlgorithmFactory and IDMAlgorithmMetadata 

interfaces. ALGORITHM class
1
 implements both 

the algorithm and persistence interfaces. The 

implementation of IDMAlgorithmMetadata in 

FACTORY just calls the corresponding functions 

of static members of ALGORITHM. Finally, the 

NAVIGATOR class
1
 implements only the 

IDMAlgorithmNavigator interface.  

 

Figure 1 – C++ Classes that 
implement the five COM interfaces. 

The content of this COM interfaces
1
 here 

described will be revealed in next chapter. 

V.  Building a Plug-in Algorithm 

For the construction of the plug-in algorithm 

implemented in C++ language
1
, a Microsoft 

Tutorial was followed. Here will be described the 

general steps to build a plug-in algorithm 

integrated in Analysis Services. 

A. Create the Project 

The creation of the project using Microsoft 

SQL Server Business Intelligence Development 

Studio
1
 starts with a new Analysis Services 

project, where we have to add two files to take 

care of the memory dynamically, two files to 

declare and implement the global function 

                                                           
1
 SQL Server Data Mining. [Online] [Cited: Novembro 

20, 2007.] 
http://www.sqlserverdatamining.com/ssdm/Home/Tutor
ials/tabid/57/id/163/Default.aspx. 

LoadStringFromID(), that allows the algorithm to 

get back some localizable strings and finally two 

files that give free implementation to the 

IDMAlgorithmMetadata interface. 

Then we can create the ALGORITHM, 

FACTORY and NAVIGATOR classes, two files 

for each, given in the tutorial, with the declaration 

of all functions needed and that the developer 

has to implement. 

At this point, building the project and 

registering the algorithm in Analysis Services is 

possible. For that what is need is to add our 

algorithm to the msmdsrv.ini file, where the other 

algorithms available by the Analysis Services are, 

adding a new node to the <Algorithms> tag. 

B. Customize the algorithm  

This step is where we integrate our algorithm, 

previously developed in C++ language. For that it 

is important to create to two files, lvqmodel.cpp 

and lvqmodel.h
1
. That’s where the all code of the 

algorithm will be. Then it is needed two files 

lrsstatreader.cpp and lrsstatreader.h which 

contain the class that derives from case 

processor, which collects every value from each 

case, for the learning phase. In this step other 

files are required, but this can be copied from the 

tutorial. 

The first interface to be customized is 

IDMAlgorithmMetadata, and the most important 

functions that need to be customized are
1
: 

• GetServiceType: Describes the type of 

service offer by the algorithm, in this case, 

classification task. 

• GetServiceName: Saves the name of the 

algorithm. 

• GetDisplayName: each localizable string as 

an ID. This function shows the name of the 

algorithm put in a variable in the list of offered 

algorithms. 
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• GetDescription: This function shows the 

description of the algorithm when the user 

chooses a mining technique. 

• GetSupInputContentTypes: here the user 

has to determine which is the type for the 

input variables that the algorithm accepts, the 

LVQ algorithm only accepts continuous 

variables. 

• GetSupPredictContentType: the user has to 

define the type of output variables, the same 

as the function above. 

After the implementation of those functions, 

the user needs to define the input parameters for 

the algorithm. Each parameter has a defined 

number of properties, parameter name, 

description, type, flag indicating that is required 

or not, a flag that indicates if the value is visible 

or not, a default value and the range of the 

parameter. All these properties must be defined 

for all the parameters; in the LVQ algorithm we 

can find six input parameters: alpha initial and 

final, maximum and minimum number for the 

values in initial codebook vectors, number of 

codebook vector per class and the number of 

iterations pretended. These parameters must be 

defined in ALGORITHM.cpp file. Now the project 

must be built without errors. 

The second interface is IDMAlgorithmFactory 

that doesn’t need to have any change made, but 

the code in the files must be reviewed. The third 

interface IDMNavigator isn’t part of the object of 

this work, so we will leave it as it is.  

The fourth interface, IDMAlgorithm is the most 

important one. It’s where we will integrate the 

algorithm code, and where the training and 

testing functions are
1
: 

                                                           
1
 SQL Server Data Mining. [Online] [Cited: Novembro 

20, 2007.] 
http://www.sqlserverdatamining.com/ssdm/Home/Tutor
ials/tabid/57/id/163/Default.aspx. 

• Initialize: This function initializes the 

algorithm. It will save the set of attributes as 

an input or output attributes. 

• InsertCases: This is the function that trains 

the model with the data from the training 

table. It has three phases: First, analysis of 

the given parameters saved in a local 

variable. The second phase is extracting the 

learning cases that will be saved in a proper 

structure; this extraction is made by the case 

reader functions already implemented and by 

the lrsstatreader.cpp file, implemented by the 

developer, which functions save the cases in 

the defined structure. Now the developer must 

include the algorithm code into lvqmodel.cpp 

and lvqmodel.h. The last phase will learn the 

model, called the function PopulateModel that 

must be defined into lvqmodel.cpp 

• Predict: This function is used to extract 

classifications or predictions from the new 

model. The code reads the input cases from 

the test table and calls a specific classification 

function of LVQ algorithm in file lvqmodel.cpp. 

In the fifth interface, IDMPersist the developer 

must implement the Load and Save functions that 

contain the actual values of the training 

parameters. 

VI. Experiment Results 

With LVQ algorithm integrated in Microsoft 

SQL Server 2005, now we can do some 

experiments to test its precision. In this chapter 

will be show three kinds of experiments. The 

objective of the first two is to test the algorithm 

first with a small dataset and then with a large 

one. The third experiment will compare the 

performance of LVQ with the performance of the 

algorithms offered by Microsoft. 

 

 



 

A. Basic test 

For these test only two dimensional vectors 

were considered; the training set has 100 

vectors, and the test sample was half of that; the 

vectors’ range was between 0 and 300.

Three tests were run with different parameter

values. In the last one, the parameter

used for Initial Alpha was 1, a large

into account that the usual is 0.1, with 100 

iterations and 15 vectors per class. With this test 

we can find much defined clusters for each class. 

The results are as shown in Matrix 1

Class 1 2 3 

1 15 2 3 

2 0 19 1 

3 1 0 9 

    

Matrix 1 - Confusion matrix for the basic test of the 
LVQ algorithm with artificial datasets

With these parameters we found the right 

values that allow the algorithm to have an 

elevated precision. The confusion matrix 

presents a lowest percentage for the c

1, which is due to the training set, where the 

vectors from the class label 3 are 

vectors’ class label 1. In spite of the presented 

partial precisions, this algorithm 

total precision. 

B. Advanced test 

This test has a bigger training and test set

and larger vectors. Here we work with 36 

dimensional vectors. The training set of this 

experiment as 4435 vectors and t

in the test set. All these vectors are distributed by 

6 classes.  

The test where we had better total precision 

was the last one, although it h

execution time, due to the number of iterations, 

1000. We defined the parameters to have 100 

vectors per class, and an initial alpha value of 

For these test only two dimensional vectors 

were considered; the training set has 100 

vectors, and the test sample was half of that; the 

range was between 0 and 300. 

ferent parameter 

In the last one, the parameter values 

large value, taking 

into account that the usual is 0.1, with 100 

er class. With this test 

clusters for each class. 

Matrix 1: 

Precision 

75% 

95% 

90% 

87% 

Confusion matrix for the basic test of the 
with artificial datasets. 

parameters we found the right 

values that allow the algorithm to have an 

The confusion matrix 

presents a lowest percentage for the class label 

1, which is due to the training set, where the 

vectors from the class label 3 are too close of the 

In spite of the presented 

 presents a good 

training and test sets 

ere we work with 36 

dimensional vectors. The training set of this 

as 4435 vectors and the 2000 vectors 

in the test set. All these vectors are distributed by 

ere we had better total precision 

was the last one, although it had a bigger 

execution time, due to the number of iterations, 

the parameters to have 100 

vectors per class, and an initial alpha value of 

0.05. The final precision was 85%, a little lower 

than the previous test, but very good also. 

spite of the largest number of iteration

conclude by the results that there is no need of 

this high number.  

C. Test with AdventureWorks

In this test we will compare the algorithms 

already existing in the Microsoft 

Trees, Neural Networks and Clustering with the 

new plug-in algorithm Learning Vector 

Quantization. For the test we use the table 

vTargetMail for training and test

functionality offered by Microsoft we partitioned 

the table, 80% trained the model and 20% was 

the test table. Using the default values for the 

existing algorithms and 0.01 for

alpha with 5 iterations for the LVQ algorithm, the 

results are showed bellow [Figure 2] [Figure 3]

Figure 2 - Graphic representation of 

owner. 

Figure 3 - Graphic representation of clients that are house 

owner. 

As we can see trough the Figures above, the 

Decision Trees, Clustering and LVQ algorithms 

have a good precision classified

house owners. Neural Networks
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0.05. The final precision was 85%, a little lower 

test, but very good also. In 

number of iterations, we can 

conclude by the results that there is no need of 

Test with AdventureWorksDW  

In this test we will compare the algorithms 

already existing in the Microsoft Tool, Decision 

and Clustering with the 

in algorithm Learning Vector 

Quantization. For the test we use the table 

for training and testing; using a 

offered by Microsoft we partitioned 

trained the model and 20% was 

Using the default values for the 

existing algorithms and 0.01 for the value of initial 

alpha with 5 iterations for the LVQ algorithm, the 

[Figure 2] [Figure 3]: 
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classify very well those clients, but classified 

better than the other algorithms clients who don’t 

own a house. This produces a big discrepancy 

between results. Although the Clustering 

algorithm classifies well clients that aren’t house 

owners, it doesn’t classify very well house owner 

clients. That gives, as with the Neural Networks 

algorithm, a great imbalance of the partial 

precision. Decision Trees and LVQ are the 

algorithms that show a better balance between 

the clients classified correctly. Besides that, 

those algorithms present better total precision, 

being the LVQ algorithm the one with a higher 

precision or with most clients classified correctly. 

We can conclude that LVQ algorithm gets 

good results in classification with every type of 

data, and obtains best results than Clustering 

and Neural Networks algorithms. 

VII. Conclusion 

The new algorithm developed by Kohonen, 

Learning Vector Quantization, was the point of 

departure to this work. The objective was the 

integration of the algorithm in a Tool where the 

user can access it. The Tool chosen to perform 

the integration was Microsoft SQL Server 2005. 

The LVQ is a supervised algorithm, where every 

input variables need to be known for the 

algorithm to find the best relationships between 

them. The classification is based in known 

values, through which the Data Mining engine will 

find the most probable value for the known 

values. 

The Learning Vector Quantization uses the 

method of Nearest Neighbor, in the training 

phase to find the codebook vector nearest to 

selected learning vector. The weights of the 

connections of the initial codebook vectors are 

then adapted, depending on the codebook 

vectors and the training pattern being the same 

or not. If the labels are equal, the codebook 

vector is then moved closer to the training 

pattern, otherwise it is moved far away from him. 

There are some tools that allow the 

integration of new algorithms, like Microsoft SQL 

Server, Oracle Data Miner or SAS. The chosen to 

integrate LVQ was the tool offered by Microsoft 

because is the most used and offers great help in 

the form of documentation. 

The new Plug-in algorithm has some great 

advantages, besides the simplicity of its code. It’s 

very simple to program, to generate prototypes 

and easy to understand. The LVQ has training 

times similar to Decision Trees, Naïve Bayes and 

Clustering algorithms and inferior training times 

than Neural Networks algorithm. But the biggest 

advantage of this algorithm is in the final 

codebook vectors observation; the user can, find 

the best parameters to get the most performance 

from the algorithm. This algorithm presents more 

right classifications than Clustering and Neural 

Networks, and similar right classifications as 

Decision Trees. 
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